LAW AND ECONOMICS SEMINAR
Spring 2022
Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell
Meetings will be Tuesdays in Hauser 102 from 6:45-8:15 PM

January 25  Daniel Francis (HLS), Making Sense of Monopolization: Antitrust and the Digital Economy
February 1  Cass Sunstein (HLS), The Arithmetic of Climate Change
February 8  Elisabeth de Fontenay (Duke), Contractual Complexity in Debt Agreements: The Case of EBITDA
February 15 Michael Francus (HLS), Disaggregating State Bankruptcy
February 22 Devesh Raval (FTC), Steering in One Click: Platform Self-Preferencing in the Amazon Buy Box
March 1  Michal Barzuza (Virginia), Board Diversity
March 8  Hal Scott (HLS), An Essay on The Fed and the U.S. Treasury: Lender of Last Resort and Fiscal Policy
March  Spring Break – No Classes
March 22 Adriana Robertson (Toronto), Noisy Factors in Law
March 29 Matthew Stephenson (HLS), Taming Systemic Corruption: The American Experience and Its Implications for Contemporary Debates
April 5  Assaf Hamdani (Tel Aviv), Superstar CEOs and Corporate Law
April 12 Anu Bradford (Columbia), The Battle for the Soul of the Global Internet
April 19 Steven Shavell (HLS), The Problem of Uncertainty in the Course of Adjudication and the Possible Desirability of Delayed Proceedings